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Abstract: The cultural, architectural, and historical heritage value of the Great Wall of China drives
the need to maintain, rehabilitate, and restore its structural integrity from artificial and natural
damage. In this study, a hybrid architectural visualization and structural collapse simulation of the
Ming Great Wall (1368–1644 AD) are conducted in Blender based on the unit blocks and a physics
engine (i.e., Bullet Constraint Builder). Visualized failure predictions caused by four damages, i.e.,
stone layer collapse, step collapse, parapet walls inward tilting, and stone layer bulge, are developed
and performed on a strength basis. The main input parameters are brick dimensions, friction
coefficient, and adhesive/glue strength, while the primary output includes collapse, and global and
local stabilities. Finally, the results show that the combination of unit blocks and a physical engine
can visually simulate the occurrence process of the Great Wall’s failures with preliminary engineering
outcome, especially those related to collapse, and can also predict the adverse consequences of the
precipitating factors.

Keywords: The Great Wall preservation; unit block; physics engine; visualized collapse simulation;
architectural and cultural heritage

1. Introduction

The Great Wall is a wealth created by the ancient Chinese and one of the most popular
world culture heritages. The Ming dynasty (1368–1644 AD) built the Great Wall with
a total length of 6259.6 km, standing for about 600 years [1]. Brickwork is one of the
major structures for the Ming Great Wall, including stones and bricks on the exterior face
and earth mixed with rubbles and rocks inside. Its structural details differ significantly
from wood, modern masonry, reinforced concrete (RC), and steel structures. Dramatic
structural deterioration and damage have occurred to the Ming Great Wall [2–4], due to
the natural and artificial impact, including earthquakes, floods, and geological movement,
while artificial activities include wars, road construction, mining, tourism development,
etc. Watchtowers and side walls collapse, parapet and battlement walls tilting, wall cracks
caused by soil erosion, brick and stone units missing, wythe detachment and plant invasion
are among the primary damage [5–7]. A report published by the State Bureau of Surveying
and Mapping of China in 2009 revealed that only 8.2% of the Ming Great Wall was well
preserved, while 74.1% was significantly damaged, with only stone foundations and bases
remaining. The Chinese government has been increasing the amount of investment to
preserve and protect the Great Wall in the last decade.

Numerical analysis of historical buildings is common practice for evaluating the
remaining structural capacity and predicting future damage and collapse. In addition,
simulating the whole process of historical building collapse with inverse analysis can
provide crucial technical support for structural protection, rehabilitation, and restoration.
The computational methods that can simulate structural collapses include the finite element
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method (FEM), discrete element method (DEM), and physics engines. Most commercial
FEM programs emphasize collapse resistance analyses [8–16], which can accurately predict
the structural damage before the collapse. However, these FEM programs can not ade-
quately simulate structural post-collapse behaviors and performance because FEM is more
effective in simulating the stress and deformation of continuum bodies, while collapse
simulation requires component fracture and post-fracture body movement processing, in
which DEM is more proficient.

DEM presents the mechanism of physical structures and microstructures by solving
the movement and interaction of particles (or boxed), which can be perfectly applied to
simulate the damage progress of non-continuous or uneven items, and items with large
deformation, e.g., post-collapse behaviors. DEM was initially used in the jointed rock
research [17,18] and was gradually applied to masonry and brick structures. Lemos [19]
proved that DEM could simulate the collapse performance of brick masonry structures.
Chen et al. [20] adopted DEM to predict the damage development and fracture behavior of
bricks and mortar, which supplied valuable references for masonry materials. Lemos and
Sarhosis [21] proposed the bonded-block model approach to allow the progressive damage
and failure processes in masonry structures.

DEM is also widely used to analyze arch, dome, and other masonry structures. Mel-
bourne et al. [22] and Pulatsu et al. [23] used DEM to numerically observe the collapse
performance of masonry arch bridges. Roberti and Calvetti [24] performed a parameter
study of a stone arch and introduced the difference between DEM and classical limit load
analysis. Mayorca and Meguro [25] confirmed that the DEM results could effectively simu-
late structural performance. Simon and Bagi [26] presented the relationship between the
critical friction coefficients and collapses by performing numerical analyses of an elliptical
dome roof structure in the 3DEC [27] DEM software.

A physics engine calculates an object’s movement, rotation, and impact with the
assigned natural physics properties. It can simulate rigid body pounding, impact, blast,
etc., and is broadly applied to video gaming software. For instance, Blender is a free
three-dimensional (3D) image software used in the video gaming industry [28], and its
physics engine plugin (i.e., Bullet Constrain Builder (Bullet)] can simulate complicated
body movement and collision. Kostack [29] developed the building failure and collapse
simulation program, the Bullet [30] plugin in Blender, under the financial support of
Laurea University of Applied Sciences (LUAS) in Finland and European Union funded
projects, Inachus. The best visualization of this program surpasses FEM and DEM programs
while maintaining relative accuracy and computational efficiency. For example, it allows
users to set up models, define the interactive relationship between structural elements,
define collapse and crushes, and calculate the impact between analytical elements. These
characteristics can simulate friction, impact, and other interactions between rigid bodies.
Wang et al. [31] and Zheng et al. [32] performed visualization of collapse analyses of RC
structures under seismic impacts in BCB programs. Orr [33] conducted a damage and
vulnerability analysis of debris flow effects on building with a BCB program.

In addition, Abu-Haifa and Lee [34] evaluated the hazard vulnerability and collapse of
masonry structures on an image-based modeling-to-simulation framework. Hu et al. [35]
simulated the collapse and reconstruction progress using a building collapse simulator
named Bullet. Finally, Fita et al. [36] coupled an earthquake simulator with a structural
simulator of physics that is tailored to masonry buildings and validated the feasibility of
applying Blender and Bullet in analyzing structural seismic collapse in masonry structures.

Even though the fundamentals between the DEM and the physics engine are marginal,
their technical focuses are significantly different. The DEM emphasizes the mechanic’s
relationship between discrete elements that require a significant amount of engineering
input, while the physics engine targets the movement of block units and provides acceptable
preliminary engineering output, which facilities the analysis and visualization process.
Thus, a physics engine combined with 3D graphics software provides superior visual
and architectural effects than other engineering programs, which provides a significant
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advantage due to the actual visualization demand requested by government officials,
policymakers, and stakeholders for historical structures [37–42]. The actual demand for
this hybrid architectural, visualization, and preliminary structural analysis has long been
ignored in architectural heritage.

Contrary to the traditional method of engineering analysis plus architectural visu-
alization, this study efficiently incorporates both the Bullet physics engine and Blender
visualization to simulate the potential failures to the structures of the Ming Great Wall in
Yanqing, Beijing, caused by stone layer collapse, steps collapse, parapet walls inward tilting,
and stone layer bulge with wythe detachment. Furthermore, the structural failure develop-
ment process and consequences are investigated to provide early stage technical support
for the Great Wall protection, heritage preservation, and structural safety evaluation.

The paper structure starts with the characteristics of the Great Wall of China. Then,
the fundamental theories, principles, and methodologies used are introduced, including
collision detection, cohesion, friction, and motion calculations. Next, some essential mod-
eling parameters are received from the mortar joint shear strength experiment, which is
included in Section 4. Thus, the numerical modeling process is discussed in Section 5,
which is validated in the following section. Finally, four types of damage and failure of the
Great Wall are analyzed.

2. Characteristics of The Great Wall

The Great Wall is comprised of watchtowers and side walls (flat and sloped sections),
which can be further divided into base walls, parapet (or battlement) walls, carriageways,
and towers. For instance, the Ming Great Wall near the No. 5 Watchtower in Dazhuangke,
Yanqing, Beijing, is shown in Figure 1a. The superstructure includes parapet or battlement
walls, carriageways, and towers in bricks (Figure 1b). In contrast, the substructure (i.e.,
base walls) is stone (Figure 1b). This part of the Great Wall is roughly 3 m to 8 m in height,
and 4 m to 5 m in width. Figure 2 shows the sketch of a typical section of the side wall.
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Figure 1. Photos and elements of the Great Wall: (a) Long shot; (b) Close shot.

The base walls include three layers in horizontal section, stone layer, rubble layer,
and mixed layer, as in Figure 3. The outer surface of each stone is chiseled into a regular
rectangle with a dimension of about 1.06 m× 0.32 m× 0.17 m, making the Great Wall look
like fine ashlar. However, the stones’ invisible surfaces remained uncarved, especially the
left-hand side closer to the rubble layer (Figure 3). The external layer of stones is cemented
by excellent mortar, and the middle layer rubbles are paved regularly by mid-level mortars
mixed with gravels, while the interior layer is still dominated by rubbles, which are chaotic
and mixed with earth, gravels, and rocks (Figure 4).
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The upper parapet and battlement are paved by structural bricks, each with a di-
mension of 0.37 m× 0.17 m× 0.08 m. Each parapet or battlement has two wythes but just
headers at the end, where cap bricks compact parapets’ top layer. Herein, the dimension of
the cap brick is 0.37 mm× 0.343 mm× 0.11 mm, as in Figure 5.

Four typical damage states occur in Dazhuangke section of the Great Wall. Firstly,
mortar loss between stones may cause the local collapse of the base wall’s exterior layer,
leave the wall supported by rubbles, and significantly reduce the wall bearing capacity, as
in Figure 6. In addition, the carriageway steps on sloped sections are typically formed by
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three to five layers of carriageway bricks. These bricks are paved with low-grade mortar
and directly above the base walls, which are susceptible to collapse under rain erosion
(Figure 7). Thus, parapets are prone to gradual collapse by layers and wythe detachment
(Figure 8) due to few header bricks between every two wythes. Lastly, wythe detachment
is often accompanied by wall outward displacement and stone layer bulge (Figure 9).
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3. Methodology

The primary computing principles of collision detection, cohesion, friction, and kine-
matics utilized in physics engine modeling are discussed in this section.

3.1. Collision Detection, Cohesion, and friction

Collision detection is critical to collision analysis and movement calculations for solid
units or physical bodies. When two unit blocks intersect or overlap, a collision occurs. Axis-
aligned bounding boxes (AABB) [43–48] are the quickest algorithm to determine whether
the two blocks are overlapping or not, which Bullet adopts. Figure 10 shows an example of
checking an AABB box intersecting another AABB box, which only requires one test per
axis. Lax1 and Lax2 define the lower and upper boundary of box A’s projection on the X
axis, while Lbx1 and Lbx2 represent the lower and upper boundary of box B’s projection
on the X axis. Similarly, Lay1, Lay2, Lby1, and Lby2 denotes boxes A and B’s boundaries on
the Y axis, and Laz1, Laz2, Lbz1, and Lbz2 are the boxes A and B’s boundaries on the Z axis,
respectively. No collision is detected when any of the six conditions in Equation (1) is met.
On the contrary, a collision occurs when all six expressions are false.

Lax1 > Lbx2 , Lay1 > Lby2 , Laz1 > Lbz2
Lbx1 > Lax2 , Lby1 > Lay2 , Lbz1 > Laz2

(1)
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In the Ming Great Wall of China, brick-to-brick, brick-to-stone, and stone-to-stone
are connected with mortar, while the gravel infills inside base walls are mainly connected
by soil and earth. Therefore, the mortar’s mass and volume are ignored in modeling
while mortar and soils’ friction and cohesion are maintained, which are simulated by the
inter-block friction and glue strength functionality in Blender. The input parameters are
collected in the experiments described in the next section.

3.2. Movement and Kinematics Calculations

The Bullet physics engine treats a unit block as integrated and calculates its movement
and rotation. The movement of a unit block is based on Newton’s second law, which
calculates the objects’ velocity, acceleration, displacement, and rotation. The physics engine
checks one unit block by another, and updates the overall object position and velocity by integral
operation. The object position and velocity are calculated as in Equations (2) and (3).

x′ = x +
.
xt +

1
2

..
xt2 (2)

.
x′ =

.
x +

..
xt (3)

where x represents the original displacement, and x′ denotes the updated displacement.
.
x is the initial velocity,

.
x′ is the updated velocity,

..
x represents the initial acceleration, and

t is the time interval. The angular velocity represents the object’s rotation when the change
of angular velocity is decided by the torque (τ) and torsional moment of inertia (I), as in
Equations (4) and (5).

..
θ is the angular acceleration, f denotes the applied force, p represents

the force arm of f to the objective’s centroid.

..
θ = I−1τ (4)

τ = p f (5)

4. Mortar Joint Shear Strength Tests

Lime mortar samples are selected from the collapsed Great Wall in Dazhuangke,
Yanqing, Beijing. In addition, extensive experiments are performed on these specimens,
including mortar shear resistance and mortar friction resistance tests. All the experi-
ments are conducted in the structural lab at the Beijing University of Civil Engineering
and Architecture.

The mortar shear testing standards in “Test methods for wall bricks” [49] are also
adopted. A hydraulic jack loaded the vertical brick joint, and a Material Test Systems (MTS)
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actuator loaded the horizontal joint, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. Firstly, the vertical
pressure stress remains at 0.093 MPa constant pressure. The horizontal actuator increases
the displacement load input with a constant velocity until the joint fails in shear and relative
slip occurs. The testing load–displacement curve is shown in Figure 13. The maximum
mortar shear force is 19.3 kN, and the maximum mortar shear strength is 0.36 MPa. The
vertical pressure stress is then modified to 0.037 MPa and 0.074 MPa to test two more groups
of specimens, aiming to measure the friction after mortar joint cracks. The corresponding
load–displacement curves are shown in Figure 14. The average mortar friction coefficient
is 0.86.
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5. Modeling in Blender with Physics Engine

The 3D models of side walls’ flat and sloped sections are set up in Blender with Bullet
physics engine plugin (File S1 shows main modeling steps and inputs). The flat section
model is 9.3 m in length, 4.0 m in width, and 5.5 m in height (Figure 15), which includes
a battlement wall of 1.1 m in height, parapet walls of 0.5 m in height, and base wall of
3.9 m in height. The flat section’s external layer has 12 layers of stones with infilled rubbles,
each of which is 0.15 m× 0.17 m× 0.2 m on average. The sloped section model is 6.0 m
in length, 5.0 m in width, and 3.9 m in height (Figure 16), which comprises a battlement
wall (0.9 m in height), a parapet wall (0.8 m in height), and a base wall (2.2 m in height).
The sloped section’s external layer has seven layers of stones with infilled rubbles, each of
which has a dimension of 0.15 m× 0.18 m× 0.17 m.
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All material construction elements are modeled in unit blocks including brick, stone,
and mortar fillers. The main physics and engineering input include dimensions of structural
bricks, cap bricks, carriageway bricks, and stones, friction coefficient and adhesive/glue
strength between bricks (Table 1). Since the base wall interior filler is split, it is simulated as
irregular blocks resembling gravels and rubbles. Each filler component divides five to seven
times during the analysis, closely matching the actual sizes of onsite rubbles and gravels.

Table 1. Material input parameters.

Name Dimension (mm) Quality
(kg/unit) Friction Glue Strength

(MPa)

Structural brick 370× 170× 80 12.1 0.86 0.36
Cap brick 370× 343× 110 21.5 0.86 0.36

Carriageway brick 370× 170× 80 12.1 0.86 0.36
Stone about 1060× 170× 320 145 0.86 0.36
Earth - - 0.32 0.10

Blender utilizes an effective physics engine (i.e., Bullet) to simplify the calculation
and simulation process. The force interaction between every two unit blocks is mass,
adhesion, and friction, ignoring the volume and mass of the adhesive material (i.e., lime
mortar in the case of the Great Wall). By onsite observation, the adhesion between the
onsite bricks and stones relies on lime mortar for the Dazhuangke Great Wall. In Blender,
the adhesive/glue strength and friction simulate the interactions before and after lime
mortar fractures. Considering the difference between the tensile strength and shear strength
of masonry line mortar is trivial, the adhesive/glue strength used in Blender is directly
received from the experimental shear strength measured in Section 3, and the friction
coefficient is also obtained from the same tests. Thus, since the soil in the Dazhuangke area
is mainly silty clay, the unit block’s adhesive and friction coefficients refer to the silty clay’s
standard cohesion and friction coefficient. All the above parameters are listed in Table 1.

6. Model Validation and Site Observation

The Dazhuangke Great Wall is modeled in Blender with the Bullet plugin to simulate
the base walls bulging and parapet wall collapse. The fundamental of physics engine,
collision detection, and collision processing is adopted in the modeling. The numerical
results and performance are visually validated with the damaged states of the remaining
Great Wall onsite due to the artificial and natural damage in the past few hundred years.
The efficiency of the Bullet physics engine (plugin) and Blender is more on predicting
the potential structural failure outcomes and consequences than replicating the historical
failure by material strains or stress.

6.1. Base Walls Bulging

Figure 17a shows the base walls bulging on the Ming Great Wall, caused by the super-
structure collapse and rainwater getting into the base wall. It leads to cohesion reduction
in the internal masonry filler and sliding between gravels, which pressures the stone layer
laterally and eventually causes base wall bulging. In Blender (with Bullet physics engine),
similar base wall bulging is observed. The mid-wall bulging magnitude measured at the
site is 0.383 m, closely matched by the modeling result of 0.391 m (Figure 17b).
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6.2. Parapet Wall Collapse

Another typical damage of the Great wall, parapet wall collapse, is due to the design
and setup defect of parapet walls. The exterior side of parapet walls typically sits on
stone layers while the interior side bears on infills. With infills settling, parapet walls tilt
inwardly and eventually collapse. Blend and Bullet physics engine can predict the collapse
progress and closely simulate the collapse consequences. In Figure 18, both numerical and
real-time results show the collision between the collapsed parapet walls, mortar fracture,
and scattered on the ground.
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7. Damage and Failures Visualization

Four hazard factors (stone layer collapse, steps collapse, parapet walls inward tilt-
ing, and stone layer bulge) are considered and simulated in Blender after incorporating
previously discussed modeling and computational methods. The development process,
consequences, and the influence of various structural failures on the Ming Great Wall are
discussed herein:

7.1. Stone Layer Collapse

The collapse of the side walls’ stone layer is one of the common failures in the Great
Wall. After the stone layer is lost, rain erosion reduces the cohesion of the base wall infill
comprising the mixed and middle layers (Figure 2). This study focuses on the aftermath of
the side wall’s sloped section after the stone layer collapses. The stone collapse concentrates
in the middle of one side with a missing width of 3200 mm. Since the Great Wall is
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continuous, the collapse does not occur in the longitudinal direction. Correspondingly,
rigid retaining walls are defined in the left and right ends of the model (Figure 19a).
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The smaller rubbles are squeezed out from the base walls with reduced infill cohesion.
Then, the entire infill is loosened, and the rubble layer impacts the remaining stone layers
on both sides of the base walls, leading to the base wall’s outward tilting and eventually
collapsing. Thus, all face stone and interior rubbles break out, erupt, and scatter around the
surrounding ground as in Figure 19b. Figure 19b,c present the consequences of removing
left or right rigid retaining walls. See Video S1 for a video of the collapse. As observed,
when the base wall collapses, some rubbles gradually break out and erupt while the interior
mixed layer is well preserved.

Even though the collapse of the stone layer does not affect the main interior mixed
layer, it will cause the collapse of adjacent stone and rubble layers, which induces signifi-
cant damage to the base wall entirety and corresponding repair difficulty. Therefore, the
collapsed stone layer shall be repaired in time to avoid more severe future damage.

7.2. Steps Collapse

The steps collapse of the slope sections’ side wall is also a common failure in the Great
Wall. Once the steps collapse, interior infill can easily erode under rainwater, causing the
side wall to collapse along the longitudinal direction. This study adopts the sloped section
model to simulate the consequences of step collapse at the front section, as in Figure 20a.
As the infill cohesion reduces, many rubbles and steps slip and bump the right-side wall,
which generates the outward tilting of the stone layer and collapse of the upper battlement
wall (Figure 20b). Figure 20c shows the final simulation status in Blender. The right-hand
side stone layer, battlement wall, and steps collapse and scatter on the ground. See Video S2
for a video of the collapse.
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Since the sloped section of the Great Wall is typically built along the ridge, the wall
infill is susceptible to rainwater damage along the Great Wall’s longitudinal direction after
the steps collapse. In addition, the side wall damage is irreversible after step collapse, so
this failure damage shall also be repaired promptly.

7.3. Parapet Walls Inward Tilting

As the infill layers (i.e., mixed layer and middle layer) settle, the interior base of
battlement and parapet walls also settle where inward tilting may occur. This section
considers an inward tilting angle of 7◦ to 15◦ to simulate the battlement and parapet wall
stability under different tilting angles. Figure 21a presents the tilt angles of the original
battlement walls, while Figure 21b demonstrates the final status of battlement walls. As
observed, some sliding movement occurred between structural bricks under an angle of 7◦

to 11◦, but the battlement did not collapse. As the tilting angle increases from 12◦ to 15◦,
some structural bricks fall off, and battlement walls collapse inwardly, which also impacts
the steps. The tilting velocity and affected area develop much faster under an angle of 15◦

than those under 12◦ to 14◦. See Video S3 for a video of the falls.
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The battlement and parapet walls collapse when the tilting angles are not less than
12◦. The collapse velocity and area increase with the initial tilting angle. However, the
tilting-related collapse did not generate the Great Wall global collapse but only affected the
steps locally, which could be repaired and rehabilitated relatively quickly.

7.4. Stone Layer Bulge

The base wall’s stone layer bulge is typically associated with the battlement and
parapet wall wythe detachment, which are also among the Great Wall’s common failures.
Figure 22a shows the local stone layer bulge and battlement wall detachment. Figure 22b
presents the phenomenon after the infill cohesion is reduced by natural erosion or disasters.
The interior rubbles erupt outward, provoking the stone walls’ middle portion to bulge and
the upper battlement wall to tilt inwardly. The final collapse status is shown in Figure 22c,
where the stone layer collapse outwardly, and upper battlement wall tilts inwardly. All
these collapsed and damaged bricks fall on the steps while many rubbles and steps slide
and fall on the surrounding ground. In summary, the stone layer bulge may cause severe
failure and even a massive collapse of the Great Wall, which requires immediate attention
and fix.
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8. Conclusions

This study applies four types of hazard factors (i.e., stone layer collapse, steps col-
lapse, parapet walls inward tilting, and stone layer bulge with wythe detachment) to
the Ming Great Wall of China (1368–1644 AD) by hybrid architectural visualization and
computational simulation. The investigation methodology is based upon Blender’s three-
dimensional (3D) modeling and graphic platform, which combines numerical unit blocks
and a physics engine (i.e., Bullet Constraints Builder). The physics and mechanical parame-
ters for the Great Wall mortar are obtained from experimental tests. In addition, the failure
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development process, consequences, and resolution are discussed. The main conclusions
are conducted as follows:

1. The average shear strength of ancient lime mortar on the Ming Great Wall is about
0.36 MPa, providing a friction coefficient of 0.86.

2. Blender that combines unit blocks and a physics engine (i.e., Bullet Constraints Builder
plugin) can efficiently envision and predict failure progress on the Great Wall, which
facilitates visualizing the failure development, and guides failure prevention and
rehabilitation methods. As a result, Blender (with Bullet physics engine plugin) is
recommended to be used in analyzing similar historical and architectural heritages for
preliminary failure prediction, heritage preservation planning, and visualized safety
evaluation, when 3D architectural graphics and animations are critical for owners
and decision-makers.

3. Stone layer collapse, steps collapse, and stone layer bulge can cause severe damages
and undermine the Great Wall’s global safety, among which steps collapse can even
cause massive structural collapse. These failures and corresponding damages need
immediate repair or rehabilitation.

4. Local wall collapse may occur when the battlement and parapet wall inward tilting
angle is not less than 12◦. These damages will not trigger dramatic global collapse but
only damages some steps and local walls, which can be easily retrofitted.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/buildings12122224/s1, File S1: Blender Fundamentals in Modeling
the Great Walls; Video S1: Stone Layer Collapse; Video S2: Steps Collapse; Video S3: Parapet Walls
Inward Tilting.
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